
APPENDIX A 
 
Question 1: Do you agree with the proposed role and scope of the Residential Cycle and Car Parking Standards & Design Guide SPD? Please provide 
further comment if there is anything you would change in relation to the proposed role and scope of the SPD. 
 

Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

001 / Resident of South Muskham  Agrees with proposed role and scope of the SPD. The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed. 

006 / Collingham Parish Council Agrees with proposed role and scope of the SPD. It is a 
good base document as the District moves forward 
and for future development.  

The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed.  

007 / Resident of Sutton on Trent Agrees in principle. The consultee points to the need 
of parking standards to take into account the location 
of new builds, the nature of new builds (such as infill) 
and the width of old roads and where public service 
buildings impact within an estate.  

The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed.  
 
The draft SPD does take into account the location of new residential 
development and different types of residential development (including 
redevelopment and reuse of existing buildings) but this will be made 
clearer within the document.  
 
The width of roads and impact on public service buildings is outside the 
scope of the SPD. 

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
Board 

Generally agrees with the proposed role and scope of 
the SPD.  

The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed.  

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK  Parking Standards is supported in principle but not in 
its current form.  

The support for parking standards in principle is welcomed.  

The consultee does not agree with the desire to 
encourage electric vehicle charging points in new 
development and believes it adds an unnecessary 
financial burden and introduces new policies outside 
of the Development Plan. 

The Council would like to reiterate this is Guidance, not policy. The 
encouragement of EVCP’s is consistent with the requirements of 
National Policy in Paragraph 105 and 110 of the NPPF. Changes to 
Building Regulations requiring electric charging points are anticipated 
early in 2021 and in light of this we think the Guidance is appropriate. 
NSDC have spoken with a number of providers of electric charging 
points to ascertain whether there is financial burden as a consequence 
of encouraging this. The findings are as follows: 
 

 EV Charging Solutions provide a domestic wall mounted charger 



Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

(mode 3 at 7kW [fast charging]) for £400-£550. The cost of 
installation is additional. They have advised where a charging 
point is unviable, dummy units can be installed for c£50. This 
means the front can be removed and a charger fitted in its place 
by future occupants. 

 EON - £875 per charging point including installation. This 
excludes the Government scheme discount and is the cost for 
individual dwellings, not the price if bulk bought.  

 British Gas - £961 per charging point including installation. This 
excludes the Government scheme discount and is the cost for 
individual dwellings, not the price if bulk bought.  

 Scottish Power - £899 per charging point including installation. 
This excludes the Government scheme discount and is the cost 
for individual dwellings, not the price if bulk bought.  

 
The Council believe that charging points should be encouraged for all 
new homes, but in the event that meeting the full requirement would 
render the development unviable, a requirement to install a dummy 
charger will be encouraged. This will not add a financial burden and the 
text in the SPD shall be updated to reflect this.  

The issue of viability has not been addressed in 
respect of electric vehicle charging points and cycle 
parking. 

The Council believes the cost of additional equipment (i.e. charging 
points and cycle storage) is modest. The implications from the design 
guidance represents recognised good urban design principles taken for 
the most part from Building for a Healthy Life, a recognised standard. 
We do not consider that their implementation should cause an issue in 
viability terms as it is incumbent on applicants to demonstrate high 
standards or design and layout in order to satisfy DM5, SP7 as well as 
Paragraphs 110 and 124 of the NPPF. It is advised that applicants factor 
in the need to meet these high standards from the outset. 

The consultee believes the provision of one electric 
vehicle charging point per dwelling in the event of 
unallocated parking spaces is excessive.  

This guidance is in accordance with the Government’s 2019 consultation 
on “Electric vehicle chargepoints in residential and non-residential 
buildings” which is understood to become implemented in spring 2021. 



Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

The Government are seeking to phase out petrol and diesel fuelled 
vehicles by 2035 thus strengthening the need to provide facilities for 
alternatively fuelled vehicles will become a requirement as demand 
grows exponentially.  

The consultee believes the SPD fails to recognise that 
Western Power do not have capacity in the network 
to accommodate charging points in new development.  

Western Power provides an online ‘EV Capacity Map’ which has 
assessed the available capacity at each site and have represented this as 
a generic level of EV Charging Capacity. It explains that for the lowest 
level (‘some capacity available’) management of charging may need to 
be considered but it is only expected to be a reactive solution in certain 
cases whilst Western Power create additional capacity. This map 
identifies that there are 459 sub stations in the District, and of these 
388 have either ‘capacity available’ or ‘extensive capacity available’. 
Only 15% have ‘some capacity available’. Therefore it is considered that 
there is sufficient capacity in the network to accommodate charging 
points in new developments.  
 
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/smarter-networks/electric-
vehicles/ev-capacity-map  

Parking Standards proposed are contrary to Paragraph 
105 of the NPPF.  

The Council consider the parking standards are compliant with 
Paragraph 105 of the NPPF, this is outlined in Appendix 2. 

The consultee believes the testing of case studies in 
respect of parking standards should not just be purely 
arithmetical. 

Comments noted. The Council have assessed each case study based on 
its design and layout alongside its assessment the quantity of parking 
standards. 

013 / Fernwood Parish Council Agrees with proposed role and scope of the SPD. The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed. 
 

015 / Historic England Agrees with the proposed role and scope of the SPD. 
The content at present would provide opportunities 
for enhancing places, particularly Conservation Areas 
where parking and street clutter can affect one's 
appreciation of the character of an area. 

The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed. 
 

016 / Persimmon Homes East 
Midlands 

The consultee believes the SPD cannot be lawfully 
adopted as such and falls outside the scope of 

The Council believes the SPD fully meets the Regulations. See appended 
Table for full details. 

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/smarter-networks/electric-vehicles/ev-capacity-map
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/smarter-networks/electric-vehicles/ev-capacity-map


Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

Regulation 5 (1) (a) (i), (ii) and (iv) of the Town and 
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 
Regulations 2012. 

The SPD will introduce significant new burdens of new 
development which have significant impact on 
viability and should be examined as part of the local 
plan adoption process. 

The Council believes the cost of additional equipment (i.e. charging 
points and cycle storage) is modest. The implications from the design 
guidance represents recognised good urban design principles taken for 
the most part from Building for a Healthy Life, a recognised standard. 
We do not consider that their implementation should cause an issue in 
viability terms as it is incumbent on applicants to demonstrate high 
standards or design and layout in order to satisfy DM5, SP7 as well as 
Paragraphs 110 and 124 of the NPPF. It is advised that applicants factor 
in the need to meet these high standards from the outset. 

The consultee believes the Topic Paper fails to 
consider all factors in paragraph 105 of the NPPF. 

The Council consider the parking standards are compliant with 
Paragraph 105 of the NPPF. See appendix 2.  

The level of encouraged cycle parking provision is 
excessive.  

The level of encouraged cycle parking is aimed at encouraging 
ownership and use of cycles. There should be opportunity for cycle 
storage for both those community on cycles and those who cycle 
recreationally. It is reasonable to assume that most households who 
cycle, particularly families, will own one bike per family member. The 
guidance allows some flexibility in the number of cycle parking spaces in 
certain situations (i.e. site specific constraints such as change of use 
proposals) 

The design principles in Key Principle 2 are too 
prescriptive and will result in indistinguishable and 
repetitive design. 

Key Principle 2 is built on the principles of Building for a Healthy Life 
which is a recognised urban design standard, and one endorsed by the 
National Design Guide as a key reference, which seeks to create places 
that are better for people by making more attractive places with well-
designed streets and well-integrated car parking. 

Key Principle 2 will reduce the number of dwellings 
that can be accommodated on site and is contrary to 
the NPPF as it does not result in an effective use of 
land.   

The overriding objective of the planning system is to deliver sustainable 
development and achieving high standards of design and layout is key 
to this objective. Housing developments should be both well designed 
and fit for purpose. Paragraph 124 of the NPPF states that the creation 
of high quality buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning 



Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

and development process should achieve. Paragraph 127 outlines that 
developments should function well and add to the overall quality of the 
area.  It should also be noted that land provided for parking measures 
which aren’t fit for purpose (such as driveways / garages too narrow 
and rear parking courts which aren’t used) is an ineffective use of land. 
Therefore there should be a balance between effective use of land and 
developments which are fit for purpose and well-designed because the 
NPPF should be read as a whole document. 
 
The Council has allocated land with an estimated capacity (at generally 
either 40dph in Newark and 30dph elsewhere) which greatly exceeds its 
objectively assessed need. It is also noted the Council has a five year 
land supply so there is no existing or anticipated shortage of land for 
meeting identified housing needs in respect of Paragraph 123 of the 
NPPF and the Council do not consider this to be relevant. In addition, 
there are three allocations which are included as case studies which 
delivered well in excess of this which demonstrates there is scope to 
improve the overall design of schemes but still meet the Council’s 
objectively assessed need. Notwithstanding a number of case studies 
provided a higher number of parking spaces than the recommended 
standards require, these were just not the most effective parking 
solutions.  
 

 Wellow Road, 
Ollerton 

Ridgeway, 
Farnsfield 

Nottingham 
Road, 
Southwell 

No. of Dwellings 
Allocated 

125 35 30 

No. of Dwellings 
Built 

147 60 34 

 
 



Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

The consultee believes that electric vehicle charging 
points will be required through Building Regulations 
and inclusion in the SPD is surplus to requirements. 

Only a consultation has yet occurred (closed October 2019), the 
outcome has yet to be announced. The Council considers it is important 
to encourage provision for EVCP’s until a time where the Government 
makes them mandatory. 

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham Agrees with proposed role of the Parking Standards 
but the consultee believes the SPD cannot be lawfully 
adopted as such and falls outside the scope of 
Regulation 5 (1) (a) (i), (ii) and (iv) of the Town and 
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 
Regulations 2012. 

Comments noted. The Council believes the SPD fully complies with the 
Regulations. See Appendix 1 for details. 

025 / Southwell Town Council Agrees with proposed role and scope of the SPD.  The support for the proposed role and scope of the SPD is welcomed. 

028 / Globe Consultants Is pleased that the SPD has been produced but is 
confused as to why it does not cover non-residential 
development. Nottinghamshire Highway Design Guide 
is out of date and refers to old standards. 

Comments noted. The Council only wish to pursue parking standards for 
residential development at the current time. The Highway’s Authority is 
due to adopt a new Highway Design Guide in early 2021 which will 
address non-residential development.  

029 / SGA LLP Agrees in principle but has concerns that an over 
provision of spaces would result in over dominance.  

Comments noted. The SPD has been amended to include more parking 
standards (Newark Town Centre, Inner Newark, Rest of NUA, Service 
Centres and Rest of District), when assessed against the case studies, in 
a number of cases the case studies provided a greater level of parking 
than that recommended. Therefore the Council do not believe this to be 
a concern.  

Increasing size of parking spaces will have a negative 
impact.  

Comments noted. This increase is in line with the recommendation from 
the Highways Authority. The reason being is that a standard parking 
space in a car park is 2.4m. This is usually between other spaces. The 
average width of a car is c1.8m plus mirrors so on average you would 
have 0.6m between vehicles to open a door and enter or exit a car. On a 
driveway you would not be able to reasonably get out of an average car 
parking within a 2.4m wide space if between walls or you would likely 
need to step onto the garden if open plan. It would also be unlikely to 
provide sufficient passage to the side of a vehicle given that, in in 
accordance with Regulation 5 of ‘The Road Vehicles (Construction and 
Use) (Amendment) (No. 4) Regulations 2005’, mirrors may project up to 



Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

200m beyond the overall width of a car, so another 0.4m as usually on 
both sides. At 3.0m you would have room to comfortably open a car 
door and walk down the side of the vehicle. Parking spaces need to be 
fit for purpose and convenient for the homeowner. The Topic Paper 
(Case Studies) highlights that where drives are narrow, on street parking 
becomes more frequent. 

Advice in Key Principle 2 could potentially result in the 
need to provide a distance of 8m between dwellings in 
a typical 3 bed semi-detached arrangement to 
accommodate the requirement vehicles. 

The Council believes that there are a variety of parking solutions which 
can be used in line with best practice contained in Building for a Healthy 
Life. The parking standards have also been amended (standards 
(Newark Town Centre, Inner Newark, Rest of NUA, Service Centres and 
Rest of District) and in all cases except Rest of the District, only two 
spaces are required, this could be in the form of frontage parking.  

030 / Barton Willmore c/o Urban & 
Civic 

The consultee supports the role and scope of the Draft 
SPD and confirm that they do not challenge anything 
in principle. However they do suggest amendments to 
be considered (see additional comments below). 

Comments are welcomed and noted.  

 
  



Question 2: Does the SPD provide sufficiently clear guidance on what will be sought in relation to parking on new residential development? Please 
provide further comment if there is anything you would change in relation to the clarity of the document. 

Respondent ID / Organisation Summary of Comment Response / Action 

001 / Resident in South Muskham It goes a long way to supply clear guidance but each 
application should be based on its own merits.  

Comments noted. There is sufficient flexibility in the SPD to allow for 
this where appropriate. 

006 / Collingham Parish Council Agrees the SPD provides clear guidance but can’t be 
certain until implementation begins.  

Comments noted.  

007 / Resident in Sutton on Trent The consultee believes estate roads are not wide 
enough for visitor parking which causes displaced 
parking frustrating road users.  

Comments noted. The width of the carriageway is the responsibility of 
the Highways Authority (Nottinghamshire County Council) and falls 
outside the scope of this SPD.  

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
Board 

Agrees that the SPD provides sufficiently clear 
guidance on what will be sought. 

The comments are welcomed and noted.  

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK The consultee believes the SPD has a number on 
incompatible factors including discouraging tandem 
parking, large amounts of frontage parking and rear 
parking courts. 

Key Principle 2 is built on the principles of Building for a Healthy Life 
which is a recognised urban design standard, and one endorsed by the 
National Design Guide as a key reference, which seeks to create places 
that are better for people by making more attractive places with well-
designed streets and well-integrated car parking. There are a variety of 
parking solutions available to developers without encouraging on street 
parking and Building for a Healthy Life provides a number of examples 
of good parking solutions. However, further illustrations are to be 
provided in the document to demonstrate this is more detail. 

The consultee believes increasing the width of a 
parking space from 2.4m to 3m has a significant 
impact on schemes and viability has not been 
assessed. 

Comments noted. This increase is in line with the recommendation from 
the Highways Authority. The reason being is that a standard parking 
space in a car park is 2.4m. This is usually between other spaces. The 
average width of a car is c1.8m plus mirrors so on average you would 
have 0.6m between vehicles to open a door and enter or exit a car. On a 
driveway you would not be able to reasonably get out of an average car 
parking within a 2.4m wide space if between walls or you would likely 
need to step onto the garden if open plan. It would also be unlikely to 
provide sufficient passage to the side of a vehicle given that, in in 
accordance with Regulation 5 of ‘The Road Vehicles (Construction and 
Use) (Amendment) (No. 4) Regulations 2005’, mirrors may project up to 
200m beyond the overall width of a car, so another 0.4m as usually on 



both sides. At 3.0m you would have room to comfortably open a car 
door and walk down the side of the vehicle. Parking spaces need to be 
fit for purpose and convenient for the homeowner. The Topic Paper 
(Case Studies) highlights that where drives are narrow, on street parking 
becomes more frequent. 

The Consultee disagrees with the Council’s decision to 
discourage loose driveway materials within 
settlements. 

Comments noted. The text already makes reference to recommending 
the surface finish of the driveway in the settlement boundary to be 
incorporated into a wider sustainable drainage scheme.  However, the 
text will be amended to include the encouragement of ‘smooth and 
hard porous materials’. Lose materials are discouraged in the 
settlement (although there may be some circumstances where 
appropriate such as barn conversions), particularly, large scale 
developments, because they encourage lose items to be deposited on 
the adoptable area of the highway (including the footway) which poses 
a safety risk. 

013 / Fernwood Parish Council Agrees that the SPD provides sufficiently clear 
guidance on what will be sought. 

The comments are welcomed and noted.  

015 / Historic England Agrees that the SPD provides sufficiently clear 
guidance on what will be sought. The content at 
present would provide opportunities for enhancing 
places, particularly Conservation Areas where parking 
and street clutter can affect one's appreciation of the 
character of an area. 

The comments are welcomed and noted.  

016 / Persimmon Homes East 
Midlands 

The consultee believes Key Principle 1 in respect of 
cycle parking is vague and implementation needs to 
be clear what cycle parking is expected and where.  

The text in Key Principle 1 has been amended to include reference to 
Table 1 and 2 (rather than just Table 1).  

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham The consultee believes the document is generally clear 
but that the requirements are unlawful and excessive.  
It is believed the document lacks sufficient evidence 
to justify the recommendations in the SPD.  

The Council has outlined in Appendix 1 why we believe the SPD is 
lawful.  
The parking standard recommendations in the SPD are based on the 
evidence in the Topic Paper and the recommendations for cycle parking 
and provision of electric vehicle charging points are a pragmatic 
response to the requirements of the NPPF.  

 Fails to consider how the requirements of the SPD will The implications from the design guidance represents recognised good 



affect viability.  urban design principles taken for the most part from Building for a 
Healthy Life, a recognised standard. We do not consider that their 
implementation should cause an issue in viability terms as it is 
incumbent on applicants to demonstrate high standards or design and 
layout in order to satisfy DM5, SP7 as well as Paragraphs 110 and 124 of 
the NPPF. It is advised that applicants factor in the need to meet these 
high standards from the outset. 

 Fails to consider the implications on land take. 
Recommends a blueprint should be commissioned to 
consider the impacts on land take and considered 
against Paragraph 123 of the Framework. 

The overriding objective of the planning system is to deliver sustainable 
development and achieving high standards of design and layout is key 
to this objective. Housing developments should be both well designed 
and fit for purpose. Paragraph 124 of the NPPF states that the creation 
of high quality buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning 
and development process should achieve. Paragraph 127 outlines that 
developments should function well and add to the overall quality of the 
area.  It should also be noted that land provided for parking measures 
which aren’t fit for purpose (such as driveways / garages too narrow 
and rear parking courts which aren’t used) is an ineffective use of land. 
Therefore there should be a balance between effective use of land and 
developments which are fit for purpose and well-designed because the 
NPPF should be read as a whole document. 
 
The Council has allocated land with an estimated capacity (at generally 
either 40dph in Newark and 30dph elsewhere) which greatly exceeds its 
objectively assessed need. It is also noted the Council has a five year 
land supply so there is no existing or anticipated shortage of land for 
meeting identified housing needs in respect of Paragraph 123 of the 
NPPF and the Council do not consider this to be relevant. In addition, 
there are three allocations which are included as case studies which 
delivered well in excess of this which demonstrates there is scope to 
improve the overall design of schemes but still meet the Council’s 
objectively assessed need. Notwithstanding a number of case studies 
provided a higher number of parking spaces than the recommended 
standards require, these were just not the most effective parking 



solutions.  
 

 Wellow Road, 
Ollerton 

Ridgeway, 
Farnsfield 

Nottingham 
Road, 
Southwell 

No. of Dwellings 
Allocated 

125 35 30 

No. of Dwellings 
Built 

147 60 34 

 

025 / Southwell Town Council The consultee suggests including more ‘good’ 
examples of design including Electric Vehicle Charging 
Points and cycle parking.  

Comments noted. The Council will seek to include more examples of 
‘good design’. 

028 / Globe Consultants Welcomes the specific reference to parking provision 
at retirement / sheltered / extra care housing but 
believes there should be a minimum standard for both 
cycle parking and care parking to safeguard provision 
for disabled people, shift working staff and visitor 
provision.   

Comments noted. Certain types of accommodation will require more 
parking provision than others and the Council believe it is most 
appropriate to determine this on a case by case basis depending on the 
type and nature of the accommodation proposed.  

029 / SGA LLP The consultee believes the SPD gives conflicting advice 
and the tandem diagrams are incomplete.  

Comments noted. The tandem parking diagram is not exhaustive of all 
options but is provided to highlights examples of good and bad practice. 

The SPD should provide examples of compliant 
schemes. The image showing frontage parking is 
misleading as it does not comply with the SPD. 

Comments noted. Additional examples will be provided. The 
photographs are purely illustrative of what good design could look like. 
This particular photograph shows the rule of 4:1 which we seek to 
encourage. This is not illustrating the size of the spaces or the number 
of spaces which should be provided, but demonstrates how the 4:1 rule 
could be designed and implemented.  

030 / Barton Willmore c/o Urban & 
Civic 

Does not object to car parking requirements which are 
split between Newark Urban Area and Rest of the 
District or the standards set out in Table 1 but would 
suggest a plan showing these locations is set out to 
provide absolute clarity.  

Comments welcomed and noted. A plan will be provided showing the 
extent of Newark Urban Area.  

 
  



Question 3: Do you think integral garages should be counted as car parking space(s)? Do you think bicycles and mobility scooters should be stored in 
garages or elsewhere? Please provide an explanation. 

001 / Resident from South Muskham Garages should be counted as a parking space and 
believes bikes and mobility scooters should be stored 
in garages or elsewhere to protect the property and 
keep amenity space open and clear. 

Comments noted. The Guidance is considered to remain appropriate so 
it will count a parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to 
accommodate a car and storage area for gardening equipment / 
bicycles and where appropriate, mobility scooters. 

006 / Collingham Parish Council Garages should be counted as a parking space as long 
as it if of a sufficient size to accommodate a car and 
storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and 
mobility scooters. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and where 
appropriate, mobility scooters. 

007 / Resident from Sutton on Trent The consultee has concerns about the size of garages 
and inability to accommodate the modern car and 
asks what NSDC propose for secure cycle storage. 

The internal dimensions encouraged in the SPD are appropriate for the 
modern day car. Secure cycle storage should be lockable and 
undercover but the location of this will depend upon the developer. A 
sentence will be included in the SPD to encourage lockable and 
undercover storage. 

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
Board 

The consultee believes garages should not be counted 
as a parking space as they are often not used for their 
intended purpose and it is difficult to compel people 
to only use for parking a car.  

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and where 
appropriate, mobility scooters. It is always the occupiers chose as to 
how they use their garage, but one of sufficient size may encourage 
them to use it for their intended purpose. There is also a concern that 
parking will dominate the streetscene if garages are not counted as 
spaces. 

The consultee believes it is reasonable to store cycles 
and mobility scooters in a garage but this might not be 
practical and appropriate to do. A dedicated facility 
for either should not be required. 

Comments noted. Mobility scooters storage should only be considered 
where bungalows are proposed. It will be down to the developer to 
determine if storage is appropriate within a garage and if not, where 
else. 

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK The consultee believes garages should be counted as 
parking spaces but considers the use of planning 
conditions to prevent garages from being used for 
other purposes should be adopted. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and where 
appropriate, mobility scooters.  
 
 



 
The SPD seeks to put in place positive guidance over how the parking 
requirements of new development can be appropriately managed. 
Where implemented, this will provide residents with ample opportunity 
for their parking needs to be met without the need to resort to on 
street parking, without the need for the restrictive conditioning. From a 
practical perspective we would also have concerns over enforceability.  

 Cycle parking should be within garages. Specialist 
cycle shelters are better suited to apartment blocks or 
HMOs. 

Comments noted.  

 The consultee believes the cycle parking standards for 
apartments in unrealistic and will impact on amenity 
space and landscaping.  

Comments noted. The Council do not consider the cycle parking 
standards to be unrealistic. It is anticipated most apartment schemes 
will occur in or around Newark Town Centre and the service centres 
which are the most accessible and sustainable for cycling short trips and 
therefore should be encouraged. Secure cycle parking should not have a 
significant impact on amenity and could, for example, comprise of 
multiple stands in a lockable shelter that all residents have access to.  

 Cycle parking should be differentiated between the 
largest settlements i.e. Newark, Ollerton/Boughton, 
Southwell, Edwinstowe and elsewhere. The 
opportunity to use cycles as a primary means of day to 
day transport is greatest in these largest settlements 
where services/facilities can be accessed in a 2 mile 
radius. 

Comments noted. The cycle parking standards are not differentiated 
between settlements because households outside the largest 
settlements may wish to store bicycles for recreational cycling.   

013 / Fernwood Parish Council The consultee agrees that garages should only be 
counted as parking spaces if they are large enough to 
fit a car and usual storage.  

Comments noted.  

015 / Historic England New development should ensure sufficient off street 
parking provided in addition to sufficient storage 
space for bicycles and mobility scooters so that 
development is futureproofed and has the best 
outcomes for the historic environment. On-street 
parking and street clutter can affect one's 

Comments noted.  



appreciation of the character of an area, particularly in 
Conservation Areas or within the setting of other 
heritage assets. 

016 / Persimmon Homes East 
Midlands 

The consultee believes that provided integral garages 
have sufficient internal space to park a car they should 
be counted as a parking space.  

Comments noted.  

Bicycles / mobility scooters could be stored in a 
garage or cycle shed located close to the house. 

Comments noted. 

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham The consultee believes that garages should be 
counted as a parking space. 

Comments noted.  

The consultee believes garages can accommodate 
bicycles and so designated storage is not necessary. 

Comments noted. 

The need for mobility scooter parking is unjustified 
and lacks evidence for such a need. 

The SPD recommends that only where bungalows are proposed should 
mobility scooter parking be given consideration. Users of mobility 
scooters will likely occupy single storey properties. 

025 / Southwell Town Council The consultee believes garages should not be counted 
as parking spaces but they are rarely used for such 
purpose. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and where 
appropriate, mobility scooters. 

028 / Globe Consultants The consultee believes that garages should not be 
counted as car parking spaces as they are too small to 
accommodate modern cars. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and where 
appropriate, mobility scooters. 

029 / SGA LLP The consultee believes garages should be counted as 
parking spaces.  

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment / bicycles and where 
appropriate, mobility scooters. 

Sufficient and appropriate, secure storage should be 
required for cycles and mobility scooters and these 
should be accessible; however there should be 
suitable planning consideration and guidance given as 
to how this can be achieved in all cases if large 
numbers of unsightly metal, timber and plastic 

Comments noted. The SPD will allow bicycles and mobility scooters to 
be stored in garages provided they are of sufficient size to 
accommodate both those and a car. Where this is not the case, careful 
consideration will be given during the planning application process. 



lockups are not to become over prevalent pieces of 
street furniture. 

030 / Barton Willmore c/o Urban & 
Civic 

The consultee believes that garages should count 
towards the required parking space provision 
otherwise parking can dominate the street scene.. 

Commented noted. The SPD will remain as written so it will count a 
parking space so long as it is of a sufficient size to accommodate a car 
and storage area for gardening equipment, and where appropriate, 
mobility scooters. 

  



Question 4: Do you think the car parking standards should differentiate between Newark Urban Area and the rest of the district? Do you think there 
should be one standard applicable to the whole district? Please provide an explanation. 

001 / Resident from South Muskham The consultee believes car parking standards should 
be circumstantial and dependent upon the application 
and location.  

Commented noted. The Council believes there is sufficient flexibility in 
the SPD to enable this. 

006 / Collingham Parish Council NUA and rest of the district are different in character, 
parking needs and car ownership so different 
standards are appropriate. 

Comments noted.  

007 / Resident from Sutton on Trent The consultee has concerns that the population will be 
not able to afford electric vehicles and the SPD should 
be encouraging more walking and cycling, as well as a 
need to improve public transport within the District 
and County. 

Comments noted. The Council acknowledges the affordability of electric 
cars could become a serious problem, but cost of EV’s is outside the 
scope of the SPD and consider the guidance over cycle requirements 
have been appropriately incorporated. 

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
Board 

It would generally make sense to apply a different 
standard in an urban area to a more rural location. 
The availability of public transport and potentially 
better cycle links would mitigate the provision of less 
parking spaces in urban locations. Space can also be at 
a premium in urban areas and mitigation maybe 
required to support the viability of a development. 
More rural locations are likely to have less effective 
transport links but potentially more space available to 
provide enhanced onsite parking facilities. 

Comments noted.  

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK The consultee believes car parking standards should 
differentiate between ‘Central Newark’, ‘Outer 
Newark’, ‘Rest of NUA’, Service Centres and Rest of 
District. 

The Council have further reviewed the evidence available (both census 
data and the case studies) and will update the standards to reflect the 
following zones: Newark Town Centre, Inner Newark, NUA, Service 
Centres and Rest of the District (including Edwinstowe and Southwell)..  

The Council need to give consideration to conversions 
and the fact they don’t have large curtilages to meet 
such requirements. 

Commented noted. Text has been updated to explicitly refer to change 
of use proposals. 

016 / Persimmon Homes East 
Midlands  

Agrees there should be some differentiation between 
areas but should not be limited to Newark Urban 
Area. 

Comments noted. The Council have further reviewed the evidence 
available (both census data and the case studies) and will update the 
standards to reflect the following zones: Newark Town Centre, Inner 



Newark, NUA, Service Centres and Rest of the District (including 
Edwinstowe and Southwell). 

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham Lack of justification and evidence for the need for 
different parking standards in Newark Urban Area is 
not provided and should not be limited to such. 

Commented noted. The Council have further reviewed the evidence 
available (both census data and the case studies) and will update the 
standards to reflect the following zones: Newark Town Centre, Inner 
Newark, NUA, Service Centres and Rest of the District (including 
Edwinstowe and Southwell). The evidence is outlined in the Topic 
Paper.  

 The SPD should be guidance and not strictly adhered 
to where it can be demonstrated that the 
development has good transport links close by 

Comments noted. The standards will reflect public transport links / 
sustainable location but it is also important that realistic levels of car 
parking demand is anticipated to guard against displaced and anti-social 
behaviour. 

025 / Southwell Town Council The evidence suggests differentiation may be 
appropriate although the Newark Growth Point being 
a long way out of the town centre might need to be 
the same as the rest of the District.  

Comments noted. The Council have further reviewed the evidence 
available (both census data and the case studies) and will update the 
standards to reflect the following zones: Newark Town Centre, Inner 
Newark, NUA, Service Centres and Rest of the District (including 
Edwinstowe and Southwell). 

028 / Globe Consultants Agrees that parking standards should differentiate 
between NUA and the rest of the district.  

Comments noted. The Council have further reviewed the evidence 
available (both census data and the case studies) and will update the 
standards to reflect the following zones: Newark Town Centre, Inner 
Newark, NUA, Service Centres and Rest of the District (including 
Edwinstowe and Southwell). 

029 – SGA LLP The consultee believes one standard should be 
applied to the District. It may be reasonable to try and 
have fewer cars in urban areas, but if that is the case, 
there are many other areas in the district that are just 
as urban as Newark 

Comments noted. The Council have further reviewed the evidence 
available (both census data and the case studies) and will update the 
standards to reflect the following zones: Newark Town Centre, Inner 
Newark, NUA, Service Centres and Rest of the District (including 
Edwinstowe and Southwell). 

030 / Barton Willmore c/o Urban & 
Civic  

The consultee does not object to the parking 
standards set out in Table 1 but a plan to define these 
locations would be useful to provide clarity.  

Commented noted. A plan will be provided showing the extent of 
Newark Urban Area.  

 
 
 



 
Question 5: Do you think that 1 bedroom dwellings should be required to provide 1 parking space or 2 parking spaces? Please provide an explanation. 

001 / Resident from South Muskham The consultee believes a 1 bed dwelling should have 
two spaces to account for couples who may live 
together. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written as on balance we 
don’t consider dedicated provision beyond that to be appropriate as it 
will potentially lead to car parking dominated schemes. The SPD will 
however be amended to require visitor parking where appropriate. 

006 / Collingham Parish Council The consultee believes 1 space is sufficient provided 
there is some visitor parking within close proximity. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. 

007 / Resident from Sutton on Trent The new bungalow at Crow Park Avenue / The 
Meerings (Sutton on Trent) appears to be  for a single 
bedroom occupancy yet has two parking spaces to the 
front presumably one is for the tenant, and the other 
for a visitor (?) I think this should be the norm for 
single occupation properties and particularly in rural 
areas. I also appreciate that in this case (above) that 
the roads are narrow and not really suitable for 
visitors parking on the highway. The new estate at 
Saxon Fields also appears to have a narrow road and is 
apparently going to have space for a retail unit in the 
future and this could lead to parking problems within 
the estate. 

Comments noted. The SPD will seek 1 space for a 1 bed dwelling but will 
encourage visitor parking to be provided within close proximity to 
smaller dwellings. 
 
The width of the highway is outside the scope of the SPD.  

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
Board 

It is often argued that a couple living in a one bed 
dwelling will both have a car and so two spaces should 
be provided.  However, appropriate design can make 
such properties unappealing to two car couples. Also 
the use of incentives by developers to encourage 
people to use other modes of transport in the form of 
cycle vouchers and secure parking or subsidised public 
transport can make these properties more appealing 
to those people who do not have a reliance on the 
motor car. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. The use of incentives is outside the 
scope of the SPD. 

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK The consultee believes 1 bedroom properties should 
have 1 parking space with additional provision of 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. Visitor parking will be encouraged 



visitor parking where needed. around smaller dwellings but will not be quantified. 

013 / Fernwood Parish Council The consultee believes 1 bedroom properties should 
have 1 parking space but a number of visitor spaces 
within close distance.  

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. Visitor parking will be encouraged 
around smaller dwellings but will not be quantified. 

016 / Persimmon Homes East 
Midlands 

1 space for a 1 bedroom property is suitable.  Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space.  

022 / William Davis Homes The consultee believes 1 bedroom properties should 
have 1 parking space. 2 spaces per 1 bedroom 
dwelling would not support the desire to shift towards 
the use of sustainable transport means. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. 

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham A 1 bedroom dwellings should provide 1 parking 
space. Anymore will clutter the street scene and harm 
the character of the area. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. 

025 / Southwell Town Council Probably two, although concerned about cars 
dominating the house frontages. 

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space. 

028 / Globe Consultants The consultee believes that 1 parking space per 1 bed 
dwelling is sufficient for a town centre location but 
perhaps not so much in other locations.  

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space, but it is noted that these are 
minimum parking standards. 

029 / SGA LLP The consultee believes that 1 parking space per 1 bed 
dwelling is sufficient although visitor parking may be 
required.  

Comments noted. The SPD will remain as written so that 1 bed 
dwellings provide 1 parking space and there is sufficient flexibility in the 
SPD to accommodate visitor parking where appropriate.  

030 / Barton Willmore c/o Urban & 
Civic 

The consultee supports the parking standards for 
Newark Urban Area. 

Comments are welcomed and noted.  

  



Question 6:  Do you think the residential parking standards should include provision for visitor parking? Do you think apartments should provide visitor 
parking spaces? 

001 / Resident from South Muskham Absolutely, various visitor only spaces should be 
provided dotted around the site so as not to 
inconvenience visitors.  

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene.  

006 / Collingham Parish Council The consultee believes there should be some 
provision for visitor parking. 

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. 

007 / Resident from Sutton on Trent The consultee believes parking standards must include 
provision for visitor parking and have regard to 
deliveries to homes. Elderly people also require a 
number of people to visit them and need somewhere 
to park once or twice a day. 

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. 

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
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The consultee believes visitor parking is required but 
not necessarily in a formal arrangement. A well 
designed layout can provide a more informal 
arrangement that can accommodate an element of 
visitor parking on street. Dependent upon location 
and connectivity of given site. 

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. 

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK The consultee believes if visitor parking is required 
then the parking standards should be lower. 

The SPD will recommend that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. The 
standards will not be lowered because visitor parking is not quantified. 

013 / Fernwood Parish Council The consultee believes visitor parking should be 
included in the parking standards and provided for 
apartments.  

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings (incl. apartments) but will not be quantified so as to 
reduce the likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. 

015 / Historic England New developments should ensure that sufficient off 
street parking is provided so that development has 
the best outcomes for the historic environment. On-
street parking and street clutter can affect one’s 
appreciation of the character of an area, particularly in 
Conservation Area’s or within the setting of other 
heritage assets. 

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. 



016 / Persimmon Homes East 
Midlands 

Visitor parking should not be a mandatory 
requirement but equally there should be some 
flexibility to allow for this where appropriate within 
developments depending upon local circumstances. 

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. The levels of 
visitor parking will be determined on a case by case basis. 

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham If a road is single sided the perhaps layby visitor 
parking could be considered. However, Persimmon 
have experienced negative reactions to visitor parking 
from the Highway Authority who adopt the  
roads because layby parking introduces additional 
maintenance issues. The SPD should defer to the 
adopting body in this instance to avoid imposing a 
standard which developers cannot get adopted. 

Comments noted. Following discussion with the Highway’s Authority, 
laybys for visitor parking will be generally discouraged however there 
may be some circumstances where they may be considered a suitable 
alternative but are likely to attract a commuted sum for future 
maintenance. 

025 / Southwell Town Council Visitor parking should only be provided for 
apartments with allocated spaces.  

The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is encouraged around 
smaller dwellings but will not be quantified so as to reduce the 
likelihood of car parking over dominating the streetscene. The levels of 
visitor parking will be determined on a case by case basis. 

028 / Globe Consultants The consultee believes visitor parking should be 
included for apartment schemes particularly if parking 
provision may not be sufficient and lead to on street 
parking.  

Comments noted. The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is 
encouraged around smaller dwellings (including apartments) but will 
not be quantified so as to reduce the likelihood of car parking over 
dominating the streetscene. The levels of visitor parking will be 
determined on a case by case basis. 

029 / SGA LLP The consultee believes visitor parking should be 
provided but only for a minor percentage of dwellings 
(say 30%) with two spaces of fewer. The consultee 
also believes that apartments should have say 50% of 
dwellings with visitor parking spaces. 

Comments noted. The SPD will be amended so that visitor parking is 
encouraged around smaller dwellings (including apartments) but will 
not be quantified so as to reduce the likelihood of car parking over 
dominating the streetscene. The levels of visitor parking will be 
determined on a case by case basis. 

030 / Barton Willmore c.o Urban & 
Civic 

The consultee considers the residential parking 
standards proposed to be acceptable. Considers the 
use of on-street parking to be generally supported and 
for each development to be considered on a case by 
case basis.  

Comments welcomed and noted.  

 
 



Additional Comments 

001 / Resident from South Muskham Provision should be made for disabled parking for 
residents of, and visitors to, the development. 

The County Council provide disabled parking bays on a need by need 
basis within residential areas based on application criteria; however, as 
parking is always at a premium we would not provide it as a matter of 
course.  

002 / Conservation Officer at NSDC The bespoke cartsheds / car ports would be over-
engineered. It is suggested a caveat is included for 
conservation areas / listed buildings whereby garaging 
might be acceptable if modestly below those 
standards.  

Comments noted. The text will be amended to reflect this. 

004 / Severn Trent Water It is recommended that the statement about requiring 
a smooth hard surface for driveways is amended to 
include reference to the use of permeable surfacing 
where possible and to highlight the need to 
incorporate SuDs thinking into the development.  

Comments noted. The text will be amended to reflect this.  

005 / Environment Programme Officer 
at NSDC 

Welcomes the inclusion of cycle parking within the 
Guidance, especially in areas of multiple occupation 
such as flats. 

The support for the inclusion of cycle parking standards in the SPD is 
welcomed. 
 
 

006 / Collingham Parish Council No questions have been asked about cycle parking. Comments noted. The Council only asked questions where it was 
unclear what the best approach might be. 

The images used in the document of cycling 
infrastructure are wide streets with designated off 
carriageway cycle facilities. This should be possible but 
is it realistic when there is no existing infrastructure in 
place and no space to install them on the existing 
highway. 

Comments noted. The images are examples of good design and best 
practice, however the scope of the SPD does not include the provision 
of off carriageway cycle facilities. 

007 / Resident from South Muskham Will the requirement for EVCP’s be on posts or sockets 
near the front door, how will the electric current be 
provided and will it have an impact on current 
electricity suppled? How will new EV owners connect 
to electric supply when they don’t have a charging 
point? 

All new homes will be encouraged to provide an electric charging point. 
Whether this is on a post or wall mounted will depend on the developer 
/ homeowner but will have to comply with Building Regulations. 
Western Power confirm there is sufficient capacity in the network for 
electric charging points at most substations.   



The consultee agrees with 4.1 Frontage Rule but asks 
whether it will not be necessary for a pavement area 
to be incorporated into the design for the benefit of 
postmen and other delivery services etc. and what 
safety features will be incorporated for them. 

Commented noted. Developers will include clear access to the front 
door. 

Given the current narrow roads (particularly in the old 
urban and rural areas) and pavements in rural areas 
how will it be possible to accommodate pedestrian 
and separate cycle paths both within new residential 
areas as well as within urban areas and rural areas of 
the sort shown in the photograph on page 14 of the 
SPD? 

Comments noted. Unfortunately the width of roads and cycling 
infrastructure is outside the scope of the SPD. These are examples of 
good design and for illustration purposes only. 

008 / Trent Valley Internal Drainage 
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The consultee asks who will be responsible for the 
maintenance of unallocated off street parking 
provision.  

Commented noted. This will be dependent on the nature of the 
proposed development. 

Frontage Parking reads as those a block of four spaces 
should have the equivalent width of landscape area 
adjacent (i.e. 4 bays). The consultee suggests the 
wording is clarified.  

Commented noted. The text has been amended accordingly. 

Parking bay sizes seem overly generous at 5.5m x 3m 
with an additional 0.5m width where adjacent to a 
boundary feature. Is there appropriate justification 
that could be defended at appeal? 

Comments noted. The text has been amended to reduce 0.5m to 0.3m 
as this was a typo. This increase is the size of the parking space 
however, is in line with the recommendation from the Highways 
Authority. The reason being is that a standard parking space in a car 
park is 2.4m. This is usually between other spaces. The average width of 
a car is c1.8m plus mirrors so on average you would have 0.6m between 
vehicles to open a door and enter or exit a car. On a driveway you 
would not be able to reasonably get out of an average car parking 
within a 2.4m wide space if between walls or you would likely need to 
step onto the garden if open plan. It would also be unlikely to provide 
sufficient passage to the side of a vehicle given that, in in accordance 
with Regulation 5 of ‘The Road Vehicles (Construction and Use) 
(Amendment) (No. 4) Regulations 2005’, mirrors may project up to 
200m beyond the overall width of a car, so another 0.4m as usually on 



both sides. At 3.0m you would have room to comfortably open a car 
door and walk down the side of the vehicle. Parking spaces need to be 
fit for purpose and convenient for the homeowner. The Topic Paper 
(Case Studies) highlights that where drives are narrow, on street parking 
becomes more frequent. 

Agrees with discouraging rear parking courts. The support for discouraging rear parking courts in the SPD is 
welcomed. 
 

Who will pay for electricity supply and maintain 
equipment for EVCP’s in unallocated parking spaces? 

A software based management system can be procured that bills drivers 
directly for the charging they consume. Tariffs can be set by a 
responsible party (i.e. management company or resident board 
member) with flexibility to change pricing to include a small fee for 
maintenance.  

Photo on Page 17 looks like a ransom strip. Strong 
policies within a development plan and appropriate 
conditions and possibly S106 obligations can help 
provide better connectivity between sites. 

Comments noted.  

009 / Harby Parish Council Appears to be a sensible approach for future 
development and support the proposals. 

The comments are noted and welcomed.  

010 / Resident from Bleasby Supports the provision of Electric Charging Points. The support for encouraging the provision of electric charging points is 
welcomed. 

Long waiting lists for home charging points and lack of 
publicly available charging points (particularly in 
Southwell) 

Comments noted but this is outside of the Council’s control. 

012 / TOWN-PLANNING.CO.UK Consultation has been unusually low key and does not 
comply with provisions on the 2015 SCI or 2020 
Annexe. 

The Council believes the consultation was undertaken in line with the 
provisions set out through the SCI (and 2020 Annexe) with additional 
publicity put in place to allow reasonable opportunity for those whose 
details we don’t hold to have sight of the draft document. 

Non-residential parking standards cannot be relied 
upon from a document which has not yet been 
produced and such standards should be contained in 
an additional SPD.  

The text has been amended to refer to the Highway’s Authority rather 
than the Design Guide document. Advice should be sought from the 
Highway’s Authority as to the level of provision of non-residential 
parking standards. 

Directs the Council to review Arkwood’s scheme at The purpose of the SPD is to encourage higher standards of design and 



Bowbridge Road under 20/00275/FULM in respect of 
parking. It relies upon continuous frontage parking, 
rear parking courts and tandem parking.  

layouts where the car does not dominate the streetscene.  
 

013 / Fernwood Parish Council Welcomes the discouragement of rear parking courts 
and to provide parking in locations where cars can be 
seen from within their homes. 

The comments are noted and welcomed. 

017 / Resident from Newark The consultee believes no kerbside parking should be 
allowed and new builds should have their own 
parking. 

Comments noted. 

All new homes should have a lockable electric 
charging point. 

All charging points will be constructed in line with Building Regulations. 

No new homes should be built on green belt areas 
(Clay Lane) which are utilised for recreation or 
exercise. 

Comments noted however this is outside the scope of the SPD.  

The area needs more rentable accommodation for the 
elderly and disabled. 

Comments noted, however this is outside the scope of the SPD.  

018 / Individual The consultee believes all new builds should have 
their own parking and probably an EVCP. 

Comments noted.  

019 / Individual  The consultee believes the SPD is well thought out, 
well planned and has enough provision for cars, cycles 
and electric charging points. 

The comments are noted and welcomed. 

020 / Resident from Bilsthorpe The consultee suggests that residents could be 
convinced to cycle based on providing a cost / benefit 
angle. 

The comments are noted but this is outside the scope of the SPD.  

Questions how in table 4 of the Topic Paper, the 
average number of cars per household figure is 
arrived at. 

The average number of cars per household is extrapolated from the 
2011 Census. This is most recent data we have access to on car 
ownership levels. 

The consultee recommends updating page 15 of the 
Topic Paper to reflect the hourly bus service to 
Ollerton. 

Comments noted, and has been amended accordingly.  

021 / Individual The consultee believes the proposals look good but 
need safe lanes for bicycles and mobility scooters 

Comments noted, but cycle lanes are outside the scope of the SPD. 

022 / William Davis Homes The consultee believes discouraging tandem parking Comments noted. The Council have amended the wording to discourage 



will have a major impact upon density, viability and 
ultimately delivery. It also offers natural surveillance 
as well as breaking up the dwelling / parking ratio. 

overreliance on tandem parking rather than completely discourage it, 
however tandem parking restricts the ability for the car at the front to 
exit the drive and encourages residents to park on the road, which we 
are seeking to avoid.  

The consultee suggests amending Figure 1 to locate 
parking to the frontage of the dwelling rather than 
just the garage and would reinforce the Key Principle 
whilst maintaining densities. 

Comments noted. The Council will seeks to amend figure 1 to illustrate 
all examples of acceptable parking solutions. 

The consultee recommends that the SPD does not 
slow down the delivery of sites, but leave opportunity 
for discussion relating to parking design and standards 
to be had between applicant and the Council on a site 
by site basis as required by Para 38 of the NPPF. 

Comments noted. The Council believes there is sufficient flexibility in 
the SPD to ensure the delivery of sites does not slow down.  

The consultee has concerns that because there is no 
standardised format for EVCP, they may become 
obsolete. It would be more appropriate to let the end 
user purchase the EVCP. In some cases, parking 
solutions do not allow EVCP’s where the wires would 
trail across another space. Suggests the wording 
‘where suitable’ is added to Key Principle 3 and / or 
seek provision of a dedicated electric spur for future 
EVCPs.  

Comments noted. Building Regulations are due to be updated in early 
2021 which will require all new homes to provide electric charging 
points. The Council believes the SPD supports the direction of change.  

The consultee is concerned of the impact EVCP’s will 
have on the local electricity network and the cost 
required to upgrade areas with little capacity. 
Recommends any impact these costs will have on 
housing supply should be mitigated through EVCP 
exemption so as not to affect the delivery of homes.  

Comments noted. Western Power provides an online ‘EV Capacity Map’ 
which has assessed the available capacity at each site and have 
represented this as a generic level of EV Charging Capacity. It explains 
that for the lowest level (‘some capacity available’) management of 
charging may need to be considered but it is only expected to be a 
reactive solution in certain cases whilst Western Power create 
additional capacity. This map identifies that there are 459 sub stations 
in the District, and of these 388 have either ‘capacity available’ or 
‘extensive capacity available’. Only 15% have ‘some capacity available’. 
Therefore it is considered that there is sufficient capacity in the network 
to accommodate charging points in new developments.  



 
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/smarter-networks/electric-
vehicles/ev-capacity-map 

The viability of achieving EVCP on each dwelling must 
be thoroughly tested through the Local Plan to accord 
with NPPF Paragraph 57 and supporting PPG. It is not 
for an SPD to develop new policy and must be 
removed from the document. 

The Council believe that no viability testing needs is required as the SPD 
is Guidance and should EVCP’s not be viable across the development, 
there is an alternative mechanism in place with no impact on viability 
(dummy charger). 

024 / Persimmon Homes Nottingham The consultee believes the SPD contains onerous 
requirements that developers will find difficult to 
meet whilst trying to deliver housing numbers for the 
District. In particular: 

1. 3 parking spaces for 3 dwellings 
2. Cycle and mobility scooter parking 
3. Discouraging tandem parking 
4. 4:1 parking ratio 

Housing developments should be both well designed and fit for 
purpose. Paragraph 124 of the NPPF states that the creation of high 
quality buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning and 
development process should achieve. Paragraph 127 outlines that 
developments should function well and add to the overall quality of the 
area.  There is the need to strike an appropriate balance between good 
design and housing delivery. Good design should not be at the expense 
of that delivery. It is considered that the guidance and principles 
contained within the SPD provide that balance. Reflecting the contents 
of the Development Plan and its approach towards delivering 
objectively assessed housing need, maintaining a five year land supply 
and promoting high standards of design. 

The consultee believes the SPD lacks justification in 
certain areas. Why is tandem parking not supported 
and why is NUA subject to less onerous parking 
requirements than everywhere else. 

Commented noted. All justification is contained in the Topic Paper or is 
supported by National Planning Policy. Tandem parking is not 
encouraged because it restricts the first car in the space as it is blocked 
in by the second car. Inconvenient parking arrangements are likely to 
increase the number of cars parked on the street.  
 
After reviewing the evidence again, the District will be divided into 
more categories in respect of parking standards however, NUA has 
different parking standards because it is more sustainable and has 
better access to public transport networks.  

The SPD lacks flexibility. Comment noted. However the Council believe there is sufficient 
flexibility in the SPD to deal with sites on a case by case basis if 
appropriate if issues are identified.  



4:1 Ratio is problematic for developers and creates an 
array of problems for design of development and is 
unrealistic. Developers will struggle to achieve a 
suitable density and therefore impact upon housing 
numbers.  

Comments noted. The Council believes it is important that parking 
spaces do not dominate the street scene and the SPD seeks to 
encourage a better balance of parking solutions.   

The SPD states that soft landscaping should be taller 
than cars which will create visibility issues when 
reversing / driving on and off driveways. Soft 
landscaping is already practice by many developers to 
enhance street scene and screen frontage parking and 
can be done without 4:1 rule.  

Comments noted. This recommendation has been removed. 
 
 

The EVCP requirements should be changed from 
requiring a 32amp socket to a 13 amp socket to 
reduce impact on electricity network. An external fuse 
spare is more than sufficient and provides users with 
flexibility to use all kinds of chargers (with an 
adaptor). 

Building Regulations is due to be updated in early 2021 which will 
require all new builds to accommodate an electric charging point 
therefore the Council consider their Guidance to be appropriate.  

025 / Southwell Town Council The consultee is delighted to see a requirement for EV 
charging and cycle parking.  

The comments are noted and welcomed.  

 The consultee believes there is a need to find a way of 
creating dedicated cycle ways (particularly on school 
routes). 

The comments are noted but cycleways are outside the scope of the 
SPD. 

026 / Coddington Parish Council The consultee has queried the apparent lack of future 
provision of electric charging points for terrace 
housing where there is no vehicular access. 

Comments noted. This is outside the scope of the SPD as it only focuses 
on new residential development rather than existing housing.  

027 / Balderton Parish Council The consultee has requested that any future 
residential development should have slightly wider 
roads to accommodate the on-road parking that will 
almost certainly occur, which would allow for 
emergency vehicles in particular to pass freely and 
safely.  

Comments noted. The width of the carriageway is outside the scope of 
the SPD. 

028 / Globe Consultants The guide is called ‘Residential Cycle and Car Parking 
Standards and Design Guide’ and it begins in the 

Comments noted. The Council agree that this has occurred in error and 
has been corrected. 



Executive Summary with reference to car parking 
before cycle parking. (However, this is different in the 
main text). In order to promote the importance of 
active and sustainable travel the document should 
consistently cover cycle parking first and car parking 
as a secondary consideration.  
 
Globe welcomes the addition of EV charging points to 
new residential development but in practical terms it 
is hard to provide charging points for apartments 
unless the provision is 1 parking space and 1 charging 
point per apartment. In some cases the provision of 
car parking could be a communal provision especially 
if active and sustainable travel modes are being 
promoted in a town centre location. It also might be 
that visitors to the apartments wish to access an EV 
charging point. How would the EV charging point be 
located in these circumstances? 

The SPD is written as such to anticipate the situation where apartments 
do not provide one space per dwelling and will recommend one 
charging point per space. A software based management system can be 
procured that bills drivers directly for the charging they consume. Tariffs 
can be set by a responsible party (i.e. management company or resident 
board member) with flexibility to change pricing to include a small fee 
for maintenance. 
 

029 / SGA LLP There is a danger that cars will over dominate the 
street scene. 

Comments noted. The Council believe the proposed parking standards 
and supporting design guidance will prevent such from occurring.  

If the SPD is to be used as a design guide, all needs to 
be looked at in much more detail to ensure that 
feasibility of housing provision is not jeopardised.  

The SPD is based on the design principles of Building for a Healthy Life 
which is a recognised urban design standard, and one endorsed by the 
National Design Guide as a key reference, which seeks to create places 
that are better for people by making more attractive places with well-
designed streets and well-integrated car parking. Housing 
developments should be both well designed and fit for purpose. 
Paragraph 124 of the NPPF states that the creation of high quality 
buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning and 
development process should achieve. Paragraph 127 outlines that 
developments should function well and add to the overall quality of the 
area.  There is the need to strike an appropriate balance between good 
design and housing delivery. Good design should not be at the expense 
of that delivery. It is considered that the guidance and principles 



contained within the SPD provide that balance.  

030 / Barton Willmore c/o Urban & 
Civic 

Key Principle 2 should be amended to ensure soft 
landscaping, including tree planting where 
appropriate, compliments the street scene and takes 
account of highway safety.  

Comments noted. Reference to tree planting has been amended to 
include reference to ‘where appropriate’.  

 Key Principle 3 should be amended to require all 
homes to be provided with passive provision for 
electric vehicles.  

Comments noted. Key Principle 3 has been amended to reflect the most 
up to date advice from electric charging point providers. 

 Key Principle 3 sets out that residential developments 
that do not provide one space per dwelling or provide 
unallocated parking spaces must accord with the 
minimum specification. The consultee believes the 
Council should consider a mixture of active EV points 
(i.e 1 in 10 spaces) and passive infrastructure for the 
remaining spaces.  

Comments noted. The encouragement of EVCP’s is consistent with the 
requirements of National Policy in Paragraph 105 and 110 of the NPPF. 
Changes to Building Regulations requiring electric charging points are 
anticipated early in 2021 and in light of this we think the Guidance is 
appropriate. 

 
  



Appendix 1: Compliance with Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 

Regulation 5 must be read in light of Regulation 2 which defines a ‘Local Plan’ as “any document of the description referred to in regulation 5 
(1) (a) (i), (ii) or (iv) or 5 (2) (a) or (b)”. Regulation defines a “supplementary planning document” as “any document of a description referred to 
in regulation 5 (except an adopted policies map or a statement of community involvement) which is not a local plan”. The SPD falls within 
Regulation 5 (1) (a) (iii) since the SPD seeks to expand on the broad design principles contained in the DPD documents. 

 Regulation 5 (1) (a) (i) - the development and use of land which the local 
planning authority wish to encourage during any specified period. 

The SPD does not encourage the development and use of land because all land concerned with the 
SPD is residential (and in some cases a mixed use).  The use of the land which the local planning 
authority wish to encourage is residential development, so the SPD is not contrary to this criterion of 
the Regulations. Policies related to housing are contained within the Amended Core Strategy (2019) 
and the Allocations and Development Management DPD (2013). 

Regulation 5 (1) (a) (ii) - the allocation of sites for a particular type of 
development or use. 

The SPD does not allocate any land for any purpose including residential development so it follows 
that Regulation 5(1)(a)(ii) does not apply. 

Regulation 5 (1) (a) (iv) - development management and site allocation 
policies, which are intended to guide the determination of applications 
for planning permission 

Any planning policy document (whether a DPD or SPD) is designed to guide the determination of 
applications for planning permission; if it did not do this, it would serve no purpose.  It is therefore 
important to read Regulation 5 (1)(a)(iv) alongside (iii), which indicates that a document will be an 
SPD where it is setting out particular objectives, i.e. details, so as to achieve a broader development 
goal contained in the parent policies. The SPD is purely guidance which sets out particular objectives 
as to how to achieve “appropriate and effective parking provision” and by ensuring that “vehicular 
traffic generated does not create new, or exacerbate existing on street parking problem” as outlined 
in SP7. The SPD alone will not guide or regulate applications for planning permission.  

Regulation 5 (2) (a) - any document which— 
(i) relates only to part of the area of the local planning authority 
(ii) identifies that an area as an area of significant change or special 
conservation, and  
(iii) contains the local planning authority's policies in relation to the area; 
and 

The SPD does not meet any of the criteria within Regulation 5 (2) (a) so it does not apply.  

Regulation 5 (2) (b) - any other document which includes a site allocation 
policy. 

There are no site allocation policies within the document so it does not apply. 

 
  



Appendix 2: Compliance with Paragraph 105 of the NPPF 

A) The accessibility of the development The recommended parking standards reflect the accessibility of the development with lower standards applying in those 
parts of the District where greater opportunity exists for travel on foot, by bicycle and by public transport. Reflecting 
different accessibility levels, the District is split into xx areas for the purpose of applying the recommended parking 
standards: 
 
Area 1: Newark Town Centre 
Area 2: Inner Newark 
Area 3: Newark Urban Area (NUA) 
Area 4: Service Centres 
Area 5: Rest of the District 
 
The location of the development will define the recommended parking standards. 

B) The type, mix and use of development The standards provide flexibility for different types, mixes and use of development (such as mixed use developments, 
redevelopment and reuse of historic buildings and change of use proposals) where such standards may not be achievable. 

C) The availability of and opportunities for public 
transport 

The requirement for residential development to provide car parking is relaxed in the Town Centre (and in some other 
circumstances), where accessibility levels are high due to the availability of public transport and the need to own a car is 
therefore reduced. Beyond these locations, particularly Newark have ‘good’ public transport connectivity, car ownership 
levels and projections are such that the application of the proposed standards are appropriate. Implementation of the 
Guidance will be closely monitored and where public transport usage increases and / or car ownership levels drop this 
will trigger a review. 

D) Car ownership levels Current and expected car ownership levels are outlined in the supporting Topic Paper. 

E) The need to ensure an adequate provision of 
spaces for charging plug-in and other ultra-low 
emission vehicles. 

The SPD encourages the provision of EVCP’ to support this policy objective.  

 
 
 


